
APRIL 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

READ a 
BOOK

Talk about things around 
your home that feel  

COOL vs WARM vs HOT 
vs COLD

Talk about sounds: 
RING, BURST, GRIND, 

SQUEAK, SQUEAL

Talk about things made 
of  PLASTIC vs WOOD 

vs METAL

Using short words, talk 
about the sounds in the 

words                          
(ex: “cat” - “k” “a” “t”)

Talk about events in 
sequence (discuss 

weekend, school day, 
etc. in order events 

occurred)

READ a 
BOOK

READ a 
BOOK

Talk about things around 
your home that feel  
FIRM vs SQUISHY; 

SHARP, PRICKLY, or 
DULL

Talk about sounds: 
BANG, CRASH, THUD, 

BUMP, SCREECH

Talk about things found 
INSIDE vs OUTSIDE

Using short words, talk 
about the sounds in the 

words                          
(ex: “dog” - “d” “o” “g”)

Talk about events that 
will happen (ex: what you 
will do today, what you 
will do this weekend, 

etc.)

READ a 
BOOK

READ a 
BOOK

Describe 2 items in your 
Kitchen

Talk about sounds: 
TWEET, GROWL, 

MUNCH, WOOSH, 
SPLASH

Talk about things found 
in the KITCHEN vs 

BEDROOM vs 
BATHROOM

Using short words, talk 
about the sounds in the 

words                          
(ex: “bunny” - “b” “u” “n” 

“y”)

Talk about things that 
are happening (use 

present tense verbs - 
walking, swinging, 

drinking)

READ a 
BOOK

READ a 
BOOK

Describe 2 items in your 
Living Room

Practice sounding out 
and spelling 2-3 letter 

words (ex: go, in)

Talk about things found 
in the CLOSET vs 

DRESSER vs PANTRY

Using short words, talk 
about the sounds in the 

words                          
(ex: “bucket” - “b” “u” 

“k” “e” “t”)

Talk about things that 
happened in the past 

(use past tense verbs - 
walked, ran, was 

swinging, drank, swam)

READ a 
BOOK

READ a 
BOOK

Describe 2 items in your 
Bedroom

Practice sounding out 
and spelling 2-3 letter 

words (ex: go, in)

Talk about things found 
on the FARM vs in the 

OCEAN vs in the 
JUNGLE

Using short words, talk 
about the sounds in the 

words                          
(ex: “sunset” - “s” “u” “n” 

“s” “e” “t”)

Talk about events in 
sequence (discuss 

weekend, school day, 
etc. in order events 

occurred)

READ a 
BOOK


